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Abstract:
Recurrent neural networks have successfully generated pleasing melodies; however, they have struggled to create a full piece
that has structure, theme, and originality. To overcome this limitation, we discuss a music retrieval approach for music
generation. Composability, instead of the usual similarity, is used as the metric for retrieval. The musical segments (tiny
building blocks each with only 16 music notes) in the database are encoded using a deep hashing method to facilitate the
composability retrieval. Music composition is performed by using the current segment as a query to retrieve the next
composable segment from the database until the song is complete. This encoding scheme incorporates both theme and
structure so that musical segments can be joined to generate a piece that is both unique and pleasing to listen to. Each music
segment is assigned four hash codes learned by a multi-LSTM system, each defining the given segment's compatibility with
other segments for a distinct structural location (beginning, middle, or ending section) in the piece. Additionally, a two-phase
music segmentation technique captures structural information while minimizing the segment length. We compare this scheme
to multiple recent music generation methods using both objective and subjective evaluation metrics to demonstrate that the
pieces generated by our Deep Composer system are not only unique and musically pleasing but also contain more structure
and theme features like that of a professionally composed piece. A secondary goal of this research is to bring back the great
composers (e.g., Mozart, Chopin, Beethoven, …) to compose their new original music for us today by using their music
segments as the building blocks. In fact, the best composers of different times would be able to collaborate today through the
Deep Composer. Deep Composer can also generate world fusion music beyond the capacity of any human composers.
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